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1. LAPSON MET STGOAL I EVENING 9 OCT FOR APPROX 90 MINUTES.
DISCUSSIONS CORDIAL AND CONCENTRATED PRIMARILY ON CURRENT STATUS
MUTUAL FRIENDS, PE OUR INTERESTS, FOLLOWING EXTRACT FROM CONVERSATION:

A. ALTHOUGH STGOAL MAIN JOB IS INSTRUCTOR AT NANKING, HE ALSO
GENERAL CONSULTANT TO GOVERNMENT ON ARCHITECTURAL MATTERS. STGOAL
SPENDS LITTLE TIME IN ACTUAL DRAWINGS.

B. STGOAL EXPRESSED NO DISSATISFACTION WITH REGIME ALTHOUGH
DID IMPLY THAT WORK IN MANDS不如 RESTRICTIONS HINTS ANY
CREATIVE INCLINATIONS. DURING DISCUSSIONS MAINLAND, STGOAL SAID IN MANY
CASES INFO COMING FROM MAINLAND IS DISTORTED. STGOAL EXPRESSED
DESIRE VISIT PREVIOUS BUT SAID SUCH VISIT WOULD HAVE TO AVOID IMPROVEMENT
RELATIONS.

C. STGOAL'S OLDER CHILDREN HAVE DEGREES IN CHEMISTRY AND
ARCHITECTURE, CURRENTLY WORKING AS ARCHITECT. POSSIBILITY OF CHILDREN
FURTHER EDUCATION IN WEST NOT DISCUSSED.

D. LIVING IN MANDS, FAMILY'S IMMEDIATE NEEDS ARE MET BY
VOCATION AND HE HAS LITTLE FOR

14773
MAINTAIN.

2. STEELELESS NOW AT HOME IN LASSO FOR CONTACT WITH COMPANY. FAIRLY BUSY WITH COMPANY AND JOBS. STEELELESS TO CARRY FLYING AND BUSINESS MATTERS TO CONVERSE WITH STEGAL. AFTER STEGAL/STEELLESS MEETING, WE HOPE TO HAVE STEELELESS AT LARMOR TO CONVERSE FOR DINNER AT WHICH TIME OUR INTERESTS WILL BE INTRODUCED.

3. TENTATIVE PLAN IS TO HAVE SCHOLAR INTRODUCED TO STEGAL AS SCHOLAR WHO MAKES CHANGES OF CELEBRATION AND USES GOOD FRIEND STEELELESS. WHEN STEELELESS LEAVES STEGAL SHOULD GO TO HIS UNIVERSITY HOMES TO CHAT WITH SCHOLAR WHO WILL PROBABLY BE WILLING AS PERSONAL FAVOR TO STEELELESS TO MAKE ADEQUATE PREPARATION WITH STEFNIER. IF SUBSEQUENT CONVERSATIONS INDICATE STEGAL SUSPICION, A LAYMAN WILL BE INTRODUCED TO FACE PITCH UNDER OFFICIAL COVER.

4. HOTEL RESERVATIONS FOR REMAINDER CHICAGO BROADCAST CANCELLED APPARENTLY DUE TO TRANSPORTATION PROBLEMS ARISING FROM WORLDWIDE FLOP. APPREARS THEREFORE THAT STEGAL WILL BE ALONE THROUGH HIS TIME HERE.